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CenterPoint does not have any specific written guidelines that they could give us regarding 
easements and encroachments. 

Ideally they want to keep all easements as clear as possible in case they need access to the 
area. 

CenterPoint has a Consent to Encroach process to officially grant encroachments into an 
easement and the process costs $800 with no guarantee of approval. It is very restrictive. 

Approval is granted on a case-by-case basis. Small (1 to maybe 2 feet) encroachments of a 
concrete pool deck might be approved but 3 feet - absolutely not (according to Ken). No 
guarantees of approval. 

Absolutely no part of a pool or spa itself is allowed in the easement. 

Structures that can easily be removed such a pavers, tiles, stones, small storage facility, small 
playground sets, etc. are OK and are not considered encroachments. Rule of thumb: If the 
structure can easily be moved off the easement by two people, it is OK. Larger, heavier 
structures such as a good sized shed are not acceptable. 

If a homeowner seeks a Consent to Encroach, theoretically all utilities must be contacted 
(cable, phone, water/sewer, etc.), but CenterPoint's gas and electric lines are the most 
important and dangerous. 

Easement areas can be landscaped but any landscaping is subject to removal should access 
be required. Property owners are not re-reimbursed for any items removed. It is not a good 
idea to have a large trees on the easement, as removal could be difficult and expensive. 

If a homeowner is selling their property it is important to satisfy any encroachment problems as 
they may cause a sale to fall through. New home buyers should always check a recent survey 
for these problems, though title companies are supposed to identify such issues. 

The Consent to Encroach application is at: https://www.centerpointenergy.com/en-
us/Documents/Consent-to-Encroachment-Application-Form.pdf 

In some cases a property survey may not reflect the actual locations of the utilities and release 
of an easement can be obtained. This is rare. 

Many surveys show aerial easements extending beyond the utility easements and these can 
be released if all the utilities are underground.  

 


